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Count unique dates

Generic formula 

= COUNT(UNIQUE(date))

Summary 

To count unique dates ("trading days" in the example) you can use the UNIQUE function with the
COUNT function, or a formula based on the COUNTIF function. In the example shown, the
formula in cell G8 is:

= COUNT(UNIQUE(date))

where date is the named range B5:B16.

Explanation 

Traditionally, counting unique items with an Excel formula has been a tricky problem, because
there hasn't been a dedicated unique function. However, that changed when dynamic arrays were
added to Excel 365, along with several new functions, including UNIQUE.

Note: In older versions of Excel, you can count unique items with the COUNTIF function, or the
FREQUENCY function, as explained below.

In the example shown, each row in the table represents a stock trade. One some dates, more than
one trade is performed. The goal is count trading days – the number of unique dates on which
some kind of trade occurred. The formula in cell G8 is:

= COUNT(UNIQUE(date))

Working from the inside out, the UNIQUE function is used to extract a list of unique dates from
the named range "date":

UNIQUE(date) // extract unique values

The result is an array with 5 numbers like this:

{44105;44109;44111;44113;44116}

Each number represents an Excel date, without date formatting. The 5 dates are 1-Oct-20, 5-Oct-
20, 7-Oct-20, 9-Oct-20, and 12-Oct-20.

This array is delivered directly to the COUNT function:

= COUNT({44105;44109;44111;44113;44116}) // returns 5

which returns a count of numeric values, 5, as the final result.

Note: The COUNT function counts numeric values, while the COUNTA function will count both
numeric and text values. Depending on the situation, it may make sense to use one or the other. In this
case, because dates are numeric, we use COUNT.

With COUNTIF

In an older version of Excel, you can use the COUNTIF function to count unique dates with a
formula like this:

= SUMPRODUCT(1 / COUNTIF(date,date))

Working from the inside out, COUNTIF returns an array with a count for every date in the list:

COUNTIF(date,date) // returns {2;2;3;3;3;2;2;2;2;3;3;3}

At this point, we have:

= SUMPRODUCT(1 / {2;2;3;3;3;2;2;2;2;3;3;3})

After 1 is divided by this array, we have an array of fractional values:

{0.5;0.5;0.333333333333333;0.333333333333333;0.333333333333333;0.5;0
.5;0.5;0.5;0.333333333333333;0.333333333333333;0.333333333333333}

This array is delivered directly the the SUMPRODUCT function. SUMPRODUCT then sums the
items in the array and returns the total, 5.

With FREQUENCY

If you are working with a large set of data, you might have performance problems with the
COUNTIF formula above. In that case, you can switch to an array formula based on
the FREQUENCY function:

{ = SUM( -- (FREQUENCY(date,date) > 0))}

Note: This is an array formula and must be entered with control + shift + enter, except in Excel 365.

This formula will calculate faster than the COUNTIF version above, but it will only work with
numeric values.  For more details, see this article.
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Related formulas 

Extract unique items from a list
The core of this formula is a basic lookup with INDEX: = INDEX (
list , row ) In other words, give INDEX the list and a row number,
and INDEX will retrieve a value to add to the unique list. The hard
work is figuring out the ROW number to give INDEX...

Count unique values with criteria
In this example, the goal is to count unique values that meet one
or more specific conditions. In the example shown, the formula
used in cell H7 is: = SUM ( -- ( LEN ( UNIQUE ( FILTER ( B6:B15 ,
C6:C15 = H6 , "" ))) > 0 )) At the core,...

Count unique values in a range with COUNTIF
Working from the inside out, COUNTIF is configured to values in
the range B5:B14, using all of these same values as criteria:
COUNTIF ( B5:B14 , B5:B14 ) Because we provide 10 values for
criteria, we get back an array with 10 results like this: { 3...

Related functions 

Excel UNIQUE Function
The Excel UNIQUE function returns a list of unique values in a list
or range. Values can be text, numbers, dates, times, etc.

Excel COUNT Function
The Excel COUNT function returns a count of values that are
numbers. Numbers include negative numbers, percentages,
dates, times, fractions, and formulas that return numbers. Empty
cells and text values are ignored.

Excel COUNTIF Function
COUNTIF is an Excel function to count cells in a range that meet a
single condition. COUNTIF can be used to count cells that contain
dates, numbers, and text. The criteria used in COUNTIF supports
logical...

Excel SUMPRODUCT Function
The Excel SUMPRODUCT function multiplies ranges or arrays
together and returns the sum of products. This sounds boring,
but SUMPRODUCT is an incredibly versatile function that can
be...

Related videos 

The UNIQUE function
In this video, we'll introduce the UNIQUE function. The UNIQUE
function lets you extract unique values in a variety of ways.

Excel Formula Training
Formulas are the key to getting things done in
Excel. In this accelerated training, you'll learn how to
use formulas to manipulate text, work with dates and
times, lookup values with VLOOKUP and INDEX &
MATCH, count and sum with criteria, dynamically
rank values, and create dynamic ranges. You'll also
learn how to troubleshoot, trace errors, and fix
problems. Instant access. See details here.
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Topics

Formula Basics
Formula Examples
Conditional Formatting
Pivot Tables
Excel Tables
Excel Charts
Shortcuts
More...

Key functions

IF function
VLOOKUP function
XLOOKUP function
FILTER function
SUMIFS function
COUNTIFS function
SUMPRODUCT function
INDEX and MATCH
More functions...

Hi - I'm Dave Bruns, and
I run Exceljet with my
wife, Lisa. Our goal is to
help you work faster in

Excel. We create short videos, and clear
examples of formulas, functions, pivot
tables, conditional formatting, and
charts. Read more.
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